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Understanding the
Advantage Scoring Methodology
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The Advantage Survey uses a 5-star rating scale:

Suppliers rate your organization and others in your benchmark set using this scale. 
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Star Rating Score x # of Respondents = Calculated 
Aggregate

5 100 x 60 = 6,000

4 50 x 15 = 750

3 0 x 4 = 0

2 -50 x 2 = -100

1 -100 x 30 = -3,000

111 3,650

Example: Advantage Score Calculation
Example: Advantage Score Calculation

This calculation takes the total aggregate (3,650) and divides it 
by the total number of respondents (111) to get the score (33).

+100

+50

0

-50

-100

3,650
= 33111

NOTE: Sample data used

Each star rating is converted to a score, then an average score is calculated:
 Each rating of 1 to 5 is converted to a score of -100 to +100
 The score for each company/banner is an average of the scores from all respondents rating that company/banner
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Rank represents the highest to lowest score. 
The retailer with the highest score ranks at the top, and the retailer with the lowest score ranks last.  

The ranking is then divided into three ranking tiers:

Top-tier The top third of ranked companies

Mid-tier The middle third of ranked companies

Bottom-tier The bottom third of ranked companies

Advantage Scores are ordered from highest to lowest to arrive at the rank 



Accessing Your
Advantage Report
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Accessing Your 2022 Advantage Report

Step 1: You will need a username and password 
to access your Advantage Report through the 
myAdvantage portal.
 Not sure of your login credentials? Check your inbox or 

junk folder for an email from OKTA (Access 
Management).

 Need additional login support? Contact your local 
Advantage Advisor.

Step 2: Log in to access your reports.
Log in at: my.advantagegroup.com
 Forgot your password? Follow the prompts. 
 For the best user experience, we recommend using 

Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge.

Available for Your 
2022 Reporting 

https://www.advantagegroup.com/locations/
https://my.advantagegroup.com/


Navigating Your 
National Level Dashboards
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Dashboard Navigation
Use the dropdown menu in the top-left-hand 
corner to navigate among the available 
dashboards in your report. 
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Executive Summary 

Step 1: Hover over your overall score to reveal the gap 
between it and the average score for each engagement 
driver. 

3

Discover at a high-level how your business is performing overall, benchmarked against your competitors in your 
categories/departments. Understand your highest and lowest rated competencies. This is valuable for executives 
who want a helicopter view of the business’s performance.

Watch Dashboard Demo:
https://youtu.be/0cdpchV69MU

Hover over various data points to reveal additional information. 

1
2

Step 2: Hover over each engagement driver to reveal its 
distribution of ratings 

Step 3: Discover your highest and lowest rated 
competencies rated by your supplier partners. 
Competencies of high importance are flagged with an “!” 
icon.

3

https://youtu.be/0cdpchV69MU
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Performance Overview

1

2

Step 1: Click on an engagement driver to reveal its 
corresponding competencies in the benchmark chart.

Step 2: Hover over companies in the competitor landscape 
matrix chart to reveal additional information about your 
respective “Today” and “Tomorrow” score. 

See where your business stacks up in the competitive benchmark at an engagement driver and at a competency level.
Examine the competitor landscape using our “Fit for Today/Ready for Tomorrow” matrix.

Watch Dashboard Demo:
https://youtu.be/6BVdrszcknM

3

Step 3: Select an engagement driver or competency in the 
benchmark chart to sort your competitors from highest to 
lowest rank.

https://youtu.be/6BVdrszcknM
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Performance Spotlight

2

1

3

Step 1: Click on the category of interest to highlight your 
performance. 

Step 2: Review your overall and each engagement driver’s
performance in the selected category/department.

Step 4: View your “Fit for Today/Ready for Tomorrow” 
performance by category/department.

Step 3: Click an engagement driver to sort your rank in each 
category/department. 4

Discover how you performed overall in each of your categories/departments and dive into each engagement driver. 
Understand how you are positioned in each category/department in our “Fit for Today/Ready for Tomorrow” matrix.

Watch Dashboard Demo:
https://youtu.be/a6F9yrO35E8

https://youtu.be/a6F9yrO35E8
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Performance Details
Step 1: Click on a category/department to highlight your 
performance.

Step 2: Review your performance by competency—sort by 
score, rank or priority.

Step 3: View the scores provided to the companies rated 
against the benchmark.

Step 4: Click on a competency from the bar chart to read 
verbatim comments from interviews given by the suppliers 
for the selected category. 

2

3

1

4

Study your “by category/department” performance with more detail and discover their priorities. Understand the 
distribution of performances across categories/departments in each competency and read verbatim interview 
comments. This is a crucial location for deriving insights and action planning for category/department team leads. 

Watch Dashboard Demo:
https://youtu.be/uSj4X2NZMjs

https://youtu.be/uSj4X2NZMjs
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Analysis

2

3

Step 1: Click on an engagement driver to filter its 
corresponding competencies.

Step 2: Review your company’s results by competency 
score, gap to average, gap to number one retailer and 
distribution of ratings. Click on a competency to view the 
benchmark performance. 1

Discover your distribution of ratings by each competency. See where you score versus the industry score and 
discover how far you are from number one. This dashboard allows for a dynamic recalculation of yourAdvantage 
results.

Watch Dashboard Demo: 
https://youtu.be/F5dJVEjVy7c

Step 3: Use the competency filter to group competencies 
and create the most relevant results for your business.

https://youtu.be/F5dJVEjVy7c
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Priorities

Step 1: Select a category/department from the drop-down 
menu.

Step 2: Review the selected respondent company's 
priorities, from highest to lowest.

Step 4: Toggle the x-axis by gap to number one or gap to 
average.

4

1

2

3

Step 3: Hover over a competency in the matrix to reveal 
additional information. Drag over multiple dots to isolate the 
competencies in the table.

Analyze national priorities and your category/department’s priorities by each competency and your respective 
performance. This source is for your analysts who want to study the data. It is the ideal dashboard to support action 
planning discussions.

Watch Dashboard Demo:
https://youtu.be/cpNQU3mjD0c

https://youtu.be/cpNQU3mjD0c
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Verbatim Comments

Step 1: Hover over comments to reveal the complete 
verbatim text.

Step 2: Use the filters across the top to refine your provided 
comments. 

1

2

Browse verbatim interview comments. This is where you hear it straight from the voice of your customer, understand 
their emotions and become more informed about their opportunities.

Watch Dashboard Demo: 
https://youtu.be/oxZaTFf8WkM

3

Step 3: Export verbatim comments as an Excel or CSV file.

https://youtu.be/oxZaTFf8WkM
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Step 1: Sharing the Results 
Internally

Step 2: Goal Setting and 
Action Planning

Step 3: Engaging and 
Communicating With Your 
Suppliers

Step 4: Preparing for the 
Next Wave of Supplier 
Feedback

 Understand feedback and 
insights, and cascade them 
throughout the 
organization.  

 Ensure that supplier 
feedback is prioritized and 
everyone understands that 
they play a role in supplier 
engagement. 

 Establish accountability for 
how you wish to improve. 

 Consider the opportunities 
and implications for 
business growth.

 Lead discussions with your 
suppliers on the feedback 
you have received in your 
Advantage Report.

 Design a clear path to 
action to ensure insights 
translate into business 
action and transformation.

 Build a plan to track and 
measure your 
improvements, commit to 
the next wave of feedback, 
and continuously improve 
the way you work with 
suppliers.

Actioning Your Advantage Repot Feedback: 4 Steps to Success 
Pursue a continuous supplier engagement process for sustainable success. 



For Advantage Report technical support 
and troubleshooting, please visit:

advantagegroup.com/help

N E E D  H E L P ?

advantagegroup.com

https://www.advantagegroup.com/help
https://www.advantagegroup.com/help
https://www.advantagegroup.com/
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